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DEPARTMENT of Humanities & Sciences
AY: 2018 - 19                                          (Mechanical Engineering)                                                           I SEM

Course Outcomes
Course 
Code Course Title Course Outcome TAXONOMY

BS104 Physics

Explain the basics of crystals, lattice parameters and their defects. Understand

Classify solids into different types by understanding the formation of 
energy bands in solids. and to Analyze the semiconductor by 
knowing the hall coefficient hall voltage, hall electric field and 
charge concentration and study the electric polarization in dielectrics

Understand

Apply the knowledge of basic laws of electricity and magnetism to 
understand the concept of electromagnetic waves propagation and 
solve problems related to various fields

Apply

Classify the properties of materials and Choose the materials for 
various applications in different disciplines Understand

Recall the basic concepts of optics, study the working of optical 
fibres and their applications Remember

Define the basic concepts of emission and absorption and study the 
different types of lasers and their applications. Remember

ES106EE BEE

Elaborate themselves in designing basic electric circuits Create

Judge suitable test to determine total power in three phase circuits Evaluate

Apply suitable test to determine the performance of AC machines Apply

Examine the performance characteristics of DC machines Analyse
Illustrate the requirements for electric machines for industrial 
purpose Understand

Find awareness about various electrical installation rules to be 
followed while working with electrical equipment Remember

BS102MT Mathematics-I

To Test for the convergence and divergence of infinite series using 
the comparison test, Ratio test, Cauchy’s n’th root test, Leibnitz’s 
test, and also analyzing the nature of series.

Analyse

To Explain the concepts of derivatives using mean value theorems 
and their generalization (Taylor’s and Meclaurin’s series.). Concepts 
of curvature, evolutes, involutes, envolpes of family cf curves.

Understand

To Find Partial derivatives of functions of two variables using 
concept of limits and continuity . Derivatives of composite and 
implicit functions, Jacobians

Remember

To Examine the behavior of higher order partial derivatives using 
taylors series and the concepts of maximum and minimum of 
functions of two variables.

Analyse

To Identify the key concepts, theories and mathematical 
fundamentals to derive mathematical relations involved in evaluation 
of double integrals and triple integrals and solving Engineering 
problems.

Apply

To Evaluate gradient of a scalar field, divergence, curl of a vector 
field to find the values of line, surface and volume integrals and 
establish their relation using Green, Gauss and Stokes theorems.

Evaluate

�1



DEPARTMENT of Humanities & Sciences

AY: 2018 - 19                                          (Electrical & Electronics Engineering)                                                        I SEM

Course Outcomes

Course Code Course Title Course Outcome TAXONOMY

ES 107 CS Programming for 
Problem Solving

Formulate simple algorithms for arithmetic and logical problems; Translate 
the algorithms to programs in C Language. Understanding

Test and execute the programs and correct syntax and logical errors. Applying

Implement conditional branching, iteration and recursion. Evaluating

Decompose a problem into functions and synthesize a complete program 
using divide and conquer approach Analysing

Construct by using strings, arrays, pointers, structures and files to formulate 
algorithms and programs

Creating

Apply programming to solve matrix problems and searching and sorting 
problems and numerical method problems and root finding of functions and 
simple integrations.

Understanding 
 Applying

BS102MT MATHEMATICS-I

To Explain the concepts of curvature, evolutes, involutes, envolpes of family 
cf curves. The Proofs of Mean value theorems, Expantions of Taylor’s and 
Meclaurin’s series.

Understanding

To Identify the key concepts, theories and mathematical fundamentals to 
derive mathematical relations involved in evaluation of double integrals and 
triple integrals and solving Engineering problems.

Applying

To Apply integration and differentiation in solving problems of vector 
integral theorems and their applications. Applying

To Test for the convergence and divergence of infinite series using the 
comparison test, Ratio test, Cauchy’s n’th root test, Leibnitz’s test, and also 
analyzing the nature of series.

Analysing

To Evaluate Gradient of a scalar field, divergence, curl of a vector field to 
find the values of line, surface and volume integrals. Evaluating

To Examine the behavior of given series and test for their convergence or 
divergence.test for the maximum and minimum of functions of two 
variables.

Analysing

BS105CH

CHEMISTRY 

Able to analyse and determine the concentration of liquid samples working 
as an individual and also as an team member Understanding

Able to analyse different parameters of water considering environmental 
issues Applying

Able to operate different types of instruments for estimation of small 
quantities chemicals used in industries and scientific and technical fields. evaluating

Able to synthesize drug and polymer materials. Understanding

Capable to design innovative experiments applying the fundamentals of 
chemistry Understanding

Able to understand the estimation of result by using instruments  like 
potentiometry, Ph Metry, Conductometry etc. Creating
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DEPARTMENT OF H & S
AY: 2018 - 19                                           (Electronics & Communication Engineering)                                                        I SEM

Course Outcomes

ES 107 CS Programming for 
Problem Solving

Formulate simple algorithms for arithmetic and logical problems; Translate the 
algorithms to programs in C Language.

Understanding

Test and execute the programs and correct syntax and logical errors. Applying
Implement conditional branching, iteration and recursion. Evaluating
Decompose a problem into functions and synthesize a complete program using 
divide and conquer approach

Analysing

Construct by using strings, arrays, pointers, structures and files to formulate 
algorithms and programs

Creating

Apply programming to solve matrix problems and searching and sorting problems 
and numerical method problems and root finding of functions and simple 
integrations.

Understanding 
 Applying

BS102MT MATHEMATICS-I

To Explain the concepts of curvature, evolutes, involutes, envolpes of family cf 
curves. The Proofs of Mean value theorems, Expantions of Taylor’s and 
Meclaurin’s series.

Understanding

To Identify the key concepts, theories and mathematical fundamentals to derive 
mathematical relations involved in evaluation of double integrals and triple 
integrals and solving Engineering problems.

Applying

To Apply integration and differentiation in solving problems of vector integral 
theorems and their applications.

Applying

To Test for the convergence and divergence of infinite series using the comparison 
test, Ratio test, Cauchy’s n’th root test, Leibnitz’s test, and also analyzing the nature 
of series.

Analysing

To Evaluate Gradient of a scalar field, divergence, curl of a vector field to find the 
values of line, surface and volume integrals.

Evaluating

To Examine the behavior of given series and test for their convergence or 
divergence.test for the maximum and minimum of functions of two variables.

Analysing

BS105CH

CHEMISTRY 

Able to analyse and determine the composition of liquid samples working as an 
individual and also as an team member 

Understanding

Able to analyse different parameters of water considering environmental issues Applying

Able to operate different types of instruments for estimation of small quantities chemicals used in industries and scientific and technical fields.evaluating
Able to synthesize drug and polymer materials. Understanding
Capable to design innovative experiments applying the fundamentals of chemistry Understanding
Able to understand the estimation of result by using instruments  like 
potentiometry, Ph Metry, Conductometry etc. Creating
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DEPARTMENT OF H & S
AY: 2018 - 19                                                                        (Civil Engineering)                                                                                      I SEM

Course Outcomes
Course 
Code

Course Title Course Outcome TAXONOMY

BS102MT MATHEMATICS-I

To Test for the convergence and divergence of infinite series using the comparison test, 
Ratio test, Cauchy’s n’th root test, Leibnitz’s test, and also analyzing the nature of series. Analyse

To Explain the concepts of derivatives using mean value theorems and their generalization 
(Taylor’s and Meclaurin’s series.). Concepts of curvature, evolutes, involutes, envolpes of 
family cf curves.

Understand

To Find Partial derivatives of functions of two variables using concept of limits and 
continuity . Derivatives of composite and implicit functions, Jacobians Remember
To Examine the behavior of higher order partial derivatives using taylors series and the 
concepts of maximum and minimum of functions of two variables. Analyse
To Identify the key concepts, theories and mathematical fundamentals to derive 
mathematical relations involved in evaluation of double integrals and triple integrals and 
solving Engineering problems.

Apply

To Evaluate gradient of a scalar field, divergence, curl of a vector field to find the values 
of line, surface and volume integrals and establish their relation using Green, Gauss and 
Stokes theorems.

Evaluate

ES 107 CS Programming for 
Problem Solving

Formulate simple algorithms for arithmetic and logical problems; Translate the algorithms 
to programs in C Language. Understanding

Test and execute the programs and correct syntax and logical errors. Applying
Implement conditional branching, iteration and recursion. Evaluating
Decompose a problem into functions and synthesize a complete program using divide and 
conquer approach Analysing
Construct by using strings, arrays, pointers, structures and files to formulate algorithms 
and programs Creating

Apply programming to solve matrix problems and searching and sorting problems and 
numerical method problems and root finding of functions and simple integrations.

Understanding 
 Applying

BS105CH

CHEMISTRY 

Able to analyse and determine the composition of liquid samples working as an individual 
and also as an team member Understanding

Able to analyse different parameters of water considering environmental issues Applying

Able to operate different types of instruments for estimation of small quantities chemicals 
used in industries and scientific and technical fields. evaluating

Able to synthesize drug and polymer materials. Understanding
Capable to design innovative experiments applying the fundamentals of chemistry Understanding

Able to understand the estimation of result by using instruments  like potentiometry, Ph 
Metry, Conductometry etc. Creating
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DEPARTMENT OF H & S
AY: 2018 - 19                                                           (Computer Science Engineering)                                                                              I SEM

Course Outcomes

Course 
Code

Course Title Course Outcome TAXONOMY

BS104 Physics

Explain the basics of crystals, lattice parameters and their defects. Understand

Classify solids into different types by understanding the formation of energy bands in 
solids. and to Analyze the semiconductor by knowing the hall coefficient hall voltage, 
hall electric field and charge concentration and study the electric polarization in 
dielectrics

Understand

Apply the knowledge of basic laws of electricity and magnetism to understand the 
concept of electromagnetic waves propagation and solve problems related to various 
fields

Apply

Classify the properties of materials and Choose the materials for various applications in 
different disciplines

Understand

Recall the basic concepts of optics, study the working of optical fibres and their 
applications

Remember

Define the basic concepts of emission and absorption and study the different types of 
lasers and their applications.

Remember

ES106EE BEE

Elaborate themselves in designing basic electric circuits Create

Judge suitable test to determine total power in three phase circuits Evaluate

Apply suitable test to determine the performance of AC machines Apply

Examine the performance characteristics of DC machines Analyse

Illustrate the requirements for electric machines for industrial purpose Understand

Find awareness about various electrical installation rules to be followed while working 
with electrical equipment

Remember

BS102M
T

MATHEMATICS-I

To Explain the concepts of curvature, evolutes, involutes, envolpes of family cf curves. 
The Proofs of Mean value theorems, Expantions of Taylor’s and Meclaurin’s series.

Understanding

To Identify the key concepts, theories and mathematical fundamentals to derive 
mathematical relations involved in evaluation of double integrals and triple integrals and 
solving Engineering problems.

Applying

To Apply integration and differentiation in solving problems of vector integral theorems 
and their applications.

Applying

To Test for the convergence and divergence of infinite series using the comparison test, 
Ratio test, Cauchy’s n’th root test, Leibnitz’s test, and also analyzing the nature of series.

Analysing

To Evaluate Gradient of a scalar field, divergence, curl of a vector field to find the values 
of line, surface and volume integrals.

Evaluating

To Examine the behavior of given series and test for their convergence or divergence.test 
for the maximum and minimum of functions of two variables.

Analysing
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DEPARTMENT OF H & S

 AY 2018 - 19                                                               MECH                                                                       II Sem

Course Outcomes
Course 
Code Course Title Course Outcome TAXONOMY

BS103MT

Mathematics-II

Find the rank of matrix,eigen values and eigen vectors. Canonical and Quadratic forms. Remembering

Solve the ordinary differential equations of first and higher order and their physical and 
geometrical applications

Applying

Solve problems of  Legendre polynomials and Beta Gamma functions Applying

Classify the types of matrices, differential equations and special functions. Analysing

Evaluate Laplace Transforms,InverseLaplace Transforms of functions and their 
applications to ordinary differential equations.

Evaluating

Prove relation between Beta Gamma functions and recurrence relation of special 
function

Evaluating

HS102EG ENGLISH

Read, understand, interpret and comprehend a variety of written texts and develop 
positive attitude and commitment towards their (students’) goal and society

Understand

Remember and recognize the significance of vocabulary (roots and affixes, homonyms, 
one- word substitutes, etc.) and use language accurately for effective communication.

Remember

Apply appropriate grammatical concepts (tenses, articles, prepositions, etc.) to spoken 
and written English in formal and informal ambience.

Apply

Compile information of various aspects of English diction – Develop creativity in 
writing skills by framing paragraphs, essays, official letters, technical reports, etc

Create

Analyze different ways of life through reading prose and poetry, each symbolizing a 
particular virtue and the learners develop the ability to be creative.

Analyze

Apply appropriate grammatical structure and rules  to spoken and written English in formal and informal ambience.Understand

BS105CH CHEMISTRY

Apply concept of electrode potential in identifying feasibility of electrochemical 
reaction; illustrate electro analytical techniques and working of batteries.

Understand

Identify the mechanism of corrosion of materials on basis of electrochemical approach 
and devise corrosion control methods.

Apply

Estimate the physical & chemical parameters of quality of water and explain the process 
of water treatment.

Evaluate

Explain the influence of chemical structure on properties of materials and their choice in 
engineering applications.

Understand

Classify chemical fuels and grade them through qualitative analysis. Understand

Relate the concept of green chemistry to modify engineering processes and materials. Create

ES 107 CS Programming for 
Problem Solving

Formulate simple algorithms for arithmetic and logical problems; Translate the 
algorithms to programs in C Language.

Understanding

Test and execute the programs and correct syntax and logical errors. Applying

Implement conditional branching, iteration and recursion. Evaluating
Decompose a problem into functions and synthesize a complete program using divide 
and conquer approach

Analysing

Construct by using strings, arrays, pointers, structures and files to formulate algorithms 
and programs

Creating

Apply programming to solve matrix problems and searching and sorting problems and 
numerical method problems and root finding of functions and simple integrations.

Understanding 
 Applying

BS104 Physics

Explain the basics of crystals, lattice parameters and their defects. Understand

Classify solids into different types by understanding the formation of energy bands in 
solids. and to Analyze the semiconductor by knowing the hall coefficient hall voltage, 
hall electric field and charge concentration and study the electric polarization in 
dielectrics

Understand

Apply the knowledge of basic laws of electricity and magnetism to understand the 
concept of electromagnetic waves propagation and solve problems related to various 
fields

Apply

Classify the properties of materials and Choose the materials for various applications in 
different disciplines

Understand

Recall the basic concepts of optics, study the working of optical fibres and their 
applications

Remember

Define the basic concepts of emission and absorption and study the different types of 
lasers and their applications.

Remember
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DEPARTMENT OF H & S
 AY 2018 - 19                                                                     EEE                                                                          II Sem

Course Outcomes

Course Code Course Title Course Outcome TAXONOMY

BS103MT

Mathematics-II

Find the rank of matrix,eigen values and eigen vectors. Canonical 
and Quadratic forms.

Remembering

Solve the ordinary differential equations of first and higher order and 
their physical and geometrical applications

Applying

Solve problems of  Legendre polynomials and Beta Gamma 
functions

Applying

Classify the types of matrices, differential equations and special 
functions.

Analysing

Evaluate Laplace Transforms,InverseLaplace Transforms of 
functions and their applications to ordinary differential equations.

Evaluating

Prove relation between Beta Gamma functions and recurrence 
relation of special function

Evaluating

ES 107 CS Programming for 
Problem Solving

Formulate simple algorithms for arithmetic and logical problems; 
Translate the algorithms to programs in C Language.

Understanding

Test and execute the programs and correct syntax and logical errors. Applying

Implement conditional branching, iteration and recursion. Evaluating
Decompose a problem into functions and synthesize a complete 
program using divide and conquer approach

Analysing

Construct by using strings, arrays, pointers, structures and files to 
formulate algorithms and programs

Creating

Apply programming to solve matrix problems and searching and 
sorting problems and numerical method problems and root finding of 
functions and simple integrations.

Understanding 
 Applying

HS102EG ENGLISH

Read, understand, interpret and comprehend a variety of written texts 
and develop positive attitude and commitment towards their 
(students’) goal and society

Understand

Remember and recognize the significance of vocabulary (roots and 
affixes, homonyms, one- word substitutes, etc.) and use language 
accurately for effective communication.

Remember

Apply appropriate grammatical concepts (tenses, articles, 
prepositions, etc.) to spoken and written English in formal and 
informal ambience.

Apply

Compile information of various aspects of English diction – Develop 
creativity in writing skills by framing paragraphs, essays, official 
letters, technical reports, etc

Create

Analyze different ways of life through reading prose and poetry, each 
symbolizing a particular virtue and the learners develop the ability to 
be creative.

Analyze

Apply appropriate grammatical structure and rules  to spoken and 
written English in formal and informal ambience.

Understand

BS105CH

CHEMISTRY 

Apply concept of electrode potential in identifying feasibility of 
electrochemical reaction; illustrate electro analytical techniques and 
working of batteries.

Understand

Identify the mechanism of corrosion of materials on basis of 
electrochemical approach and devise corrosion control methods.

Apply

Estimate the physical & chemical parameters of quality of water and 
explain the process of water treatment.

Evaluate

Explain the influence of chemical structure on properties of materials 
and their choice in engineering applications.

Understand

Classify chemical fuels and grade them through qualitative analysis. Understand

Relate the concept of green chemistry to modify engineering 
processes and materials.

Create
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DEPARTMENT OF H & S
 AY 2018 - 19                                                                     ECE                                                                              II Sem

Course Outcomes

Course 
Code

Course Title Course Outcome TAXONOMY

BS103MT Mathematics-II

Find the rank of matrix,eigen values and eigen vectors. Canonical and Quadratic forms. Remembering

Solve the ordinary differential equations of first and higher order and their physical and 
geometrical applications Applying

Solve problems of  Legendre polynomials and Beta Gamma functions Applying
Classify the types of matrices, differential equations and special functions. Analysing
Evaluate Laplace Transforms,InverseLaplace Transforms of functions and their applications 
to ordinary differential equations. Evaluating

Prove relation between Beta Gamma functions and recurrence relation of special function Evaluating

BS104 Physics

Explain the basics of crystals, lattice parameters and their defects. Understand

Classify solids into different types by understanding the formation of energy bands in solids. 
and to Analyze the semiconductor by knowing the hall coefficient hall voltage, hall electric 
field and charge concentration and study the electric polarization in dielectrics

Understand

Apply the knowledge of basic laws of electricity and magnetism to understand the concept of 
electromagnetic waves propagation and solve problems related to various fields Apply

Classify the properties of materials and Choose the materials for various applications in 
different disciplines Understand

Recall the basic concepts of optics, study the working of optical fibres and their applications Remember

Define the basic concepts of emission and absorption and study the different types of lasers 
and their applications. Remember

HS102EG ENGLISH

Read, understand, interpret and comprehend a variety of written texts and develop positive 
attitude and commitment towards their (students’) goal and society Understand

Remember and recognize the significance of vocabulary (roots and affixes, homonyms, one- 
word substitutes, etc.) and use language accurately for effective communication. Remember

Apply appropriate grammatical concepts (tenses, articles, prepositions, etc.) to spoken and 
written English in formal and informal ambience. Apply

Compile information of various aspects of English diction – Develop creativity in writing 
skills by framing paragraphs, essays, official letters, technical reports, etc Create

Analyze different ways of life through reading prose and poetry, each symbolizing a 
particular virtue and the learners develop the ability to be creative.

Analyze

Apply appropriate grammatical structure and rules  to spoken and written English in formal 
and informal ambience.

Understand

ES101EE BEE

Elaborate themselves in designing basic electric circuits Create
Judge suitable test to determine total power in three phase circuits Evaluate

Apply suitable test to determine the performance of AC machines Apply
Examine the performance characteristics of DC machines Analyse
Illustrate the requirements for electric machines for industrial purpose Understand
Find awareness about various electrical installation rules to be followed while working with 
electrical equipment Remember
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DEPARTMENT OF H & S
 AY 2018 - 19                                                    Civil Engineering                                                                                 II Sem

Course Outcomes
Course 
Code Course Title Course Outcome TAXONOMY

BS103MT

Mathematics-II

Find the rank of matrix,eigen values and eigen vectors. Canonical and Quadratic 
forms.

Remembering

Solve the ordinary differential equations of first and higher order and their physical 
and geometrical applications

Applying

Solve problems of  Legendre polynomials and Beta Gamma functions Applying

Classify the types of matrices, differential equations and special functions. Analysing

Evaluate Laplace Transforms,InverseLaplace Transforms of functions and their 
applications to ordinary differential equations.

Evaluating

Prove relation between Beta Gamma functions and recurrence relation of special 
function

Evaluating

BS104PH PHYSICS

Explain the basics of crystal systems, lattice parameters and different types of 
crystal defects.

Understand

Classify the solids into different types by understanding the formation of 
energy bands and Illustrate the semiconductors by knowing the hall coefficient

Understand

Explain the different types of dielectric polarisations and study the properties of 
ferroelectric materials

Understand

Apply the knowledge of basic laws of electricity-magnetism and modern physics to 
understand the concept of electromagnetic waves propagation and solve problems 
related to various fields

Apply

Classify the different types of magnetic materials and Choose the materials for various 
applications and study the Properties of superconductors

Understand

Recall the basic concepts of optics, study the working of different types of Optical 
Fiber, Lasers and their applications

Remember

HS102EG ENGLISH

Read, understand, interpret and comprehend a variety of written texts and develop 
positive attitude and commitment towards their (students’) goal and society

Understand

Remember and recognize the significance of vocabulary (roots and affixes, 
homonyms, one- word substitutes, etc.) and use language accurately for effective 
communication.

Remember

Apply appropriate grammatical concepts (tenses, articles, prepositions, 
etc.) to spoken and written English in formal and informal ambience.

Apply

Compile information of various aspects of English diction – Develop 
creativity in writing skills by framing paragraphs, essays, official letters, 
technical reports, etc

Create

Analyze different ways of life through reading prose and poetry, each 
symbolizing a particular virtue and the learners develop the ability to be 
creative.

Analyze

Apply appropriate grammatical structure and rules  to spoken and written English in formal and informal ambience.Understand

ES106EE BEE

Elaborate themselves in designing basic electric circuits Create
Judge suitable test to determine total power in three phase circuits Evaluate

Apply suitable test to determine the performance of AC machines Apply
Examine the performance characteristics of DC machines Analyse
Illustrate the requirements for electric machines for industrial purpose Understand

Find awareness about various electrical installation rules to be followed while working 
with electrical equipment

Remember

HS102EG ENGLISH

Read, understand, interpret and comprehend a variety of written texts and develop 
positive attitude and commitment towards their (students’) goal and society

Understand

Remember and recognize the significance of vocabulary (roots and affixes, 
homonyms, one- word substitutes, etc.) and use language accurately for effective 
communication.

Remember

Apply appropriate grammatical concepts (tenses, articles, prepositions, 
etc.) to spoken and written English in formal and informal ambience.

Apply

Compile information of various aspects of English diction – Develop 
creativity in writing skills by framing paragraphs, essays, official letters, 
technical reports, etc

Create

Analyze different ways of life through reading prose and poetry, each 
symbolizing a particular virtue and the learners develop the ability to be 
creative.

Analyze

Apply appropriate grammatical structure and rules  to spoken and written English in formal and informal ambience.Understand
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DEPARTMENT OF H & S

 AY 2018 - 19                                                                     C S E                                                                                        II Sem

Course Outcomes

Course Code Course Title Course Outcome TAXONOMY

BS103MT MATHS II

Find the rank of matrix,eigen values and eigen vectors. Canonical and Quadratic 
forms. Remembering

Solve the ordinary differential equations of first and higher order and their physical 
and geometrical applications Applying

Solve problems of  Legendre polynomials and Beta Gamma functions Applying

Classify the types of matrices, differential equations and special functions. Analysing

Evaluate Laplace Transforms,InverseLaplace Transforms of functions and their 
applications to ordinary differential equations. Evaluating

Prove relation between Beta Gamma functions and recurrence relation of special 
function Evaluating

HS102EG ENGLISH

Read, understand, interpret and comprehend a variety of written texts and develop 
positive attitude and commitment towards their (students’) goal and society Understand

Remember and recognize the significance of vocabulary (roots and affixes, 
homonyms, one- word substitutes, etc.) and use language accurately for effective 
communication.

Remember

Apply appropriate grammatical concepts (tenses, articles, prepositions, etc.) to 
spoken and written English in formal and informal ambience. Apply

Compile information of various aspects of English diction – Develop creativity in 
writing skills by framing paragraphs, essays, official letters, technical reports, etc Create

Analyze different ways of life through reading prose and poetry, each symbolizing a 
particular virtue and the learners develop the ability to be creative. Analyze

Apply appropriate grammatical structure and rules  to spoken and written English in 
formal and informal ambience. Understand

BS105CH CHEMISTRY

Apply concept of electrode potential in identifying feasibility of electrochemical 
reaction; illustrate electro analytical techniques and working of batteries. Understand

Identify the mechanism of corrosion of materials on basis of electrochemical 
approach and devise corrosion control methods. Apply

Estimate the physical & chemical parameters of quality of water and explain the 
process of water treatment. Evaluate

Explain the influence of chemical structure on properties of materials and their 
choice in engineering applications. Understand

Classify chemical fuels and grade them through qualitative analysis. Understand

Relate the concept of green chemistry to modify engineering processes and materials. Create

ES 107 CS Programming for 
Problem Solving

Formulate simple algorithms for arithmetic and logical problems; Translate the 
algorithms to programs in C Language. Understanding

Test and execute the programs and correct syntax and logical errors. Applying

Implement conditional branching, iteration and recursion. Evaluating

Decompose a problem into functions and synthesize a complete program using divide 
and conquer approach Analysing

Construct by using strings, arrays, pointers, structures and files to formulate 
algorithms and programs Creating

Apply programming to solve matrix problems and searching and sorting problems 
and numerical method problems and root finding of functions and simple 
integrations.

Understanding 
 Applying
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METHODIST COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
KING KOTI ROAD, ABIDS, HYDERABAD

DEPARTMBNT OF BUSINESS MANAGEMBNT
ACADEMIC YEAR 2018 - 19
I SEMESTER Course Outcomes

Course
Code

Course Name Course Outcome Taxonomy
LeveI

Understand the principles and practices of management and specifically the nature of management
functions, roles and skills Understand

Understand the process of decision making and its models. Understand
To inculcate knowledge on and theories of motivation.) Analyze

yze the behavior of individual and groups in organizations in

Behavior and of communication

o

varl0us of

terms of organizational behavior
models and concepts. Analyze

MB1O1
Management &
Organizational

Behaviour

Understand

To Understand the Nature and Scope of Financial Accounting Understand
To Determine the Trading, Profit & Loss Alc andBalance Sheet Determine
To the Financial Statements - the Ratios Analyze
T Categorize the Cash Flow Statement the utility of Cash Flow Statementso Categorise

MBl02 Accounting for
Management

To different Costs - Fixed & Variable Costs - Break -Even Point & P/V Ratio Classi&
Evaluate the relevance of marketing concepts impact on environmental change
marketing plans, strategies and practices

while designing
Evaluate

consumer behaviour

and

Develop marketing strategies based on segmentation, target marketing and positioning by

Ability to summarize the unique marketing mixes and selling propositions for specific product
o ectives.

Develop

Understand

and to create marketing communication strategies and Applv

MB103
Marketing

Management

Ability to control and can understand related to rural, Analyze
Demonstrate an understanding of the legal aspects of business Demonstrate

basic knowledge to business transactions Applv
Examine the of the legal system with respect to business. Examine
Integrate the concept of ethics & value based considerations in business. Integrate

M8104.1
Business Law &

Ethics

To Understand the role of managers in the firms Estimate



To Understand the role of in the firms Understand
UnderstandUnderstand demand & supply conditions of the firm

To function, economies & diseconomies of
To understand market structure & pricing practices Understand

M8104.3
Managerial
Economics

nderstand the of National income, Inflation & its effect on trade Understand
To summarizethe and classiff the categories of lnformation systems. Understand
To apply the technology infrastructure of computer hardware & software.
To the basic of database

To different of
MB10s.t

IT Applications
for Management

To take measures to solve the relate to information and laws
To understand about the role and of communication. Understand
To get knowledge about non verbal communication , negotiation and its approaches. Understand
To enhance presentation skills and methods of speaking, analyzing the audience. A

CreateTo create a and different of Business letters.
MB105.2

Business
Communication

To maintain better relations with media and understand about crisis communication.
To understand basic of MS-EXCEL spreadsheets along with formulas and functions of it. Understand

CreateTo create a data base and of data, with graphs and charts.

To statistical and financial tools of MS-EXCEL.
To understand and creating a database in MS- ACCESS and Creating using forms. Understand

MBIO6
Computer
Practicals

To get knowledge of transferring data from EXCEL to ACCESS.

L$,
Assessment 
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KING KOTI ROAD, ABIDS, HYDERABAD

DEPARTMBNT OF' BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
ACADEMIC YEAR 2018 - 19

MBA II SEMESTER Outcomes
Course
Code

Course Name Course Outcome Taxonomy Level

Effectively manage and plan key human resource functions within organizations Applv
Examine current issues, trends, practices, and processes in HRM Analyze

S imp lify emp loyee performance management and organizational effectivene s s Analyze
Problem-solve human resource challenges Create

Human Resources
Management

MB2O1

CO5 Develop effective written and oral communication skills Applv
To Classifu the Nature and Scope of Finance Function Classi$,
To Evaluate and Appraise the Investment Decisions Evaluate

o Identifu the different Sources of Finance IdentiSz
To classifu the current Assets and Examine the major theories of Dividends ClassiSz

Financial
Management

n[B2O2

o Outline Corporate Restructuring and Corporate Governance Outline
To categorise the methods involved in analyzing the business outcomes . Analyze
To demonstrate the ability to collect data from various sources for the purposes
of research. Demonstrate
To Clull[ thLqqqlity of data collected by analysis , scaling and probability Classifi,
To be able to evaluate by cause and efect the correlation and a mathematical Evaluate

MB2O3
Business Research

Methods

To be able to apply the Business research Methods for the solution of problems Applv
To demonstrate an understanding of the fundamental concepts of international Demonstrate
To apply the current business phenomenon and evaluate the global business Applv
To uqqlylg !!9 p4!t,!le of international business and strategies adopted by firms Analyse
To examine the concepts of international trade and the functioning of global Examine

MB204.3
International

Business

To assess the global business environment and its effective management. Assess
To understand & differentiate between financial markets & financial services Understand

nderstand Merchant banking and its functions Understand
To summarizethe concept of Leasing and Hire purchase concept Summarize
To acquire & understand Insurance fundamental principles, characteristics & Acquire & Understand

n[B.204.4
Financial Markets

& Services

To Understand the concept & functions of Factoring and concept of credit Understand



M8205.1
Total Quality
Management

To understand the fundamental principles of TQM Understand
To choose appropriate TQM Tools for improving processes & quality Choose
To choose TQM Technique for improving processes & quality Choose
To understand concept of six sigma & apply six sigma problem solving tools Understand
To construct TQM in service sectors Construct

MB205.2
Stratagic

Management
Accounting

To provide with an in-depth knowledge of management accounting and Evaluate Applv
Apply and Evaluate lanning and conkol over techniques. Applv
Understand the concept of responsibility centers and responsibility accounting in Understand
Ability to prepare and analyze costing and evaluate customer profitability Evaluate

and evaluate techniques for and resources m Applv

MB2O6 Seminar

Develop communication skills Understand
Understand Verbal and Nonverbal aspects of communication skills Understand
Develop presentation skills. Applv
Motivates individual to be a good speaker create
Increases confidence levels in individuals. Analyze

&:ts"
Assessment\CFrdinato r HOD
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III Course Outcomes
Taxonomy

Level
Course OutcomeCourse

Code
Course Name

UnderstandTo understand features of operations & and types ofprocesses

Understand

Analyze1o analyze work study techniques & service management

UnderstandTo understand need & importance olqq
AnalyzeTo analyze stores functions & inventory models

0perations
Management

MB3O1

UnderstandTo understand E-business basic and environment
ClassifuTo classiff e-marketing strategies
UnderstandUnderstand and bile commerce basicsmo

DemonstrateDemonstrate of mobile commerce technology
Understand

E-Business

To understand the facts and ideas about mobile commerce applications

MB3O2

Understand
objectives, phases, models & limitations of operations

research and apply th. g.uphi"ul m"thod to fird optimal solution.
To understand definition, scope,

ApplvTo apply the primal and dual relationships by adapting to other models

Applv
To apply different application areas of operations research like transportation problem,

model and to solve them.assignment
ApplvTo identiff the resources pro-ject and generate a plan and work schedule.

AnalyzeTo analyze the usage of g

MB3O3
Operations
Research

UnderstandTo Understand the concept of Risk, and Illushate Risk Management Process - pre-

ConstructTo Construct the Value at Risk (VaR) and Cash Flow at Risk (

Identifythe and Tolls of Risk Management - Fotwards and Futureo

Comparetypes of Swaps - Interest Rate Swaps & Currency Swaps

Applv

Financial Risk
Management

To Apply the and Tools of Risk Management - on Stock Indices

MB304.1

ApplvTo build a &, with the modification and deletion of a and

UnderstandTo understand about new products development stages.

EvaluateTo evaluate the role of research & development in the process of selection, testing &
UnderstandTo understand the import
AnalyzeTo examine principles of product launching.

MB304.2
Product &

Brand
Management

management



To current trends in compensation

M8304.3
Compensation
Management

UnderstandTo acquire understanding of theoretical concepts and its practical applicability.an
CreateTo create a successful link between organizational goals, performance and

ApplvTo gain knowledge about laws related to compensation and utilise it for the
EvaluateTo evaluate if the business decisions taken are to the HR
UnderstandTo Understand the Evolution of Financial
ClassiffTo the F Market - Distinctive features and its
ExamineTo Examine the Rate Determination and Risk
AnalyzeTo Analyze the Multinational Corporate Decisions ln Global Markets

Examine

International
Finanace

To Examine the International Tax Environment - Tax of enterprises

M8305.1

UnderstandTo understand the Evolution, nature and impoftance, strategies and tactics and emerging

Applv
Analyze
Analyze
Evaluate

Ability to apply the knowledge of sales force recruitment,

To analyzethe channel designing, selecting channel partners and channel conflict

To take part in self-study to formulate, design, implement, analyze and demonstrate

To Evaluate real and complex Understanding

training and motivation and

of elements of supply chain

M8305.2
Promotion &
Distribution
Management

UnderstandTo understand about concepts, skills necessary for managing and leading change in
AnalyzeTo develop and enhance conceptual , behavioral skills to implement system wide
EvaluateTo explore about managing the organization development process.

AnalyzeEnhance self-awareness and understanding of group process in order to perform more
AnalyzeExamine systematically the techno structural , strate interventions and sustainability

M8305.3
Organisation
Development

DemonstrateTo demonstrate an of the concept of R& D innovation m

EstimateTo estimate the allocation of funds in R & D projects and its management.

EvaluateTo evaluate the ofR&Dinorganizations
AnalyseTo analyse the relation between R & D and innovation
ApplvTo apply the knowledge acquired in facilitation of innovation in organizatioq!.

MB3O6
Innovation

Management

&-
HOD
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MBA IV Course Outcomes
Course
Code

Course Name Course Outcome
Taxonomy

Level
the importance, scope and concept of Strategy & Management

Process.

Understand

Understand
Formulate the Vision, Mission statements and define goals, objectives for organizations Formulate
Analyze role of environment for strategy formulation. Analyse
Determine the alternatives for formulation & sustenance. Determine

MB4Ol
Strategic

Management

with corporate ethics. Identifii
To Understand the History, Evolution, Styles & Benefits of Business Intelligence Understand

To Classify the Data Warehousing and Data Mining Approaches and Applications Classify
To Compare the Business Performance Measurement (BPM) and Business Intelligence Compare
To Business and Data Visualization Classifi,

IMB4O2
Business

Intelligence

To Summarize Business Intelligence lementation Summarize
Understand basic and fundamentals of supply chain management Understand
To summarize lqgistics management & Inventory management Summarize

the role of & Understand
role of Information techno in SCM Analyze

MB4O3
Supply Chain
Management

Understand aspects like Distributors, HR in Chain Understand
To Understand the concept of Real vs Financial Assets - Investment Decision Process Understand

AnalyzeTo Analyze the Fixed Income Securities and their Valuation and Management

IdentitzTo Identifi, the Common Stocks and to Construct the Security Market Indexes

AnalyzeTo Analyze the Concept of Portfolio - and Construct the minimum Risk Portfolio

MB404.l Investment
Management

To Evaluate Performance of Mutual Funds - Problems & in India Evaluate
To define the conception of consumer behavior and reveal its importance in the context Define

ApplvTo the theories of consumer behavior & implement appropriate combinations of
Applv
AnalyzeTo consumer decision S.

n/I8404.2
Consumer
Behaviour

To evaluate models of consumer behavior. Evaluate

Warehousing

identifu social and cultural factors impact on consumer behavior.



M8404.3
Performance
Management

The student will identifu the factors affecting employees" job performance and the Applv
The student will be able to study the nature and complexity of perforrnance management Create
The student will able to build performance plans in respect of employees and develop a Applv
The student can experiment with different methods of performance appraisals and Applv
The student will be able to take part in teams and link their performances with reward Analyze

M8405.1
Banking &
Insurance

To understad the structure of banking & insurance business in India. Understand
To examine the products & services in Banking & Insurance Examine
To identify the regulation & innovations in the banking system Identiff
To evaluate the potential of Insurance business in India. Evaluate
To propose diversified, customised and advanced banking and insurance services to the Propose

MB405.2
Services &

Global
Marketing

To Understand the Concept and Scope of Services -Categorization of Goods and Understand
To Analyze the Seven P's of Services Marketing Mix Analyze
To Experiment with the Strategies for Building Customer Relationship through Experiment
To Classi$, the Global Markets & the Environment of Global Marketing Classiff
To Analyze International Brands and International Products Analyze

M8405.3
Talent &

Knowledge
Management

To understand different approaches to talent management. Understand
To communicate appropriate action with employess based on their strength and Applv
To understand the processes of knowledge management of intensive firms. Understand
To apply knowledge management solutions & mechanism in business organization Applv
To evaluate the impact of KM on organization performance. Evaluate

r
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